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Creating and Sending Letters 

This guide shows both clinical and administrative staff how to create a letter using the 
‘Communications’ activity. 
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Where can I send letters from? 

There are a number of encounters which contain the ‘Communications’ activity – 

where you find this activity will depend on your role. 
 

In a ‘Clinic Visit’ or an ‘Encounter’  

 Click on the Communications Tab  

 Then ‘New Communication’ to begin the letter 

 

 If the ‘Communications’ tab is not already in place you can find 

‘Communications’ under ‘More Activities’ 

 

 You may also find it in a Navigator under ‘Comm Mgt’ 

 

 If a letter has come into your ‘In Basket’ ‘Letter Queue’ folder, you can also edit 

and send it via ‘Comm Mgt’ 

 

Creating a Letter 

Creating a letter is a 4-stage process: 

1. Choose your recipient(s): Who is it going to? 

2. Choose a template: What does it look like? 

3. Write the letter: What is the content? 

4. Routing or sending?: What happens next, and when? 
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Recipients 

Who is it going to? 

 Select who you are sending the letter to using the speed buttons to pull in 

recipients listed on the patient’s record 

 
 

 
How will it be sent? 

 Next to each chosen recipient’s details, there is an icon that shows how their 
copy of the letter will be sent.  You can hover over them to get more 

information 

 

 

 Print Local Letter will need to be printed locally (CUH PULL PRINT) once 
user clicks ‘Send’ 

 Communicator  Letter will be sent via ‘Communicator’, in-house Software 

that sends out the letter by email, fax or post, according to 
the recipient’s preferences 

 In Basket Letter will be sent to Recipient’s In Basket. 

 MyChart If a patient has signed up to the patient portal. MyChart, 
they will receive their letters electronically 

Patient Include the patient as a recipient 

GP Practice To send to GP (if you get a message to say that there are ‘no 
providers… for this encounter’, you can still search for the 

appropriate person/practice in the ‘Search all Contacts’ field.) 

Referring 

Doctor/Practice 

To send to the referring clinician – this may be different from the 

GP (if you get a message to say that there are ‘no providers… for 
this encounter’, you can still search for the appropriate 

person/practice in the ‘Search all Contacts’ field.) 

Previous Lets you choose from a list of recipients of previous letters sent to 
this patient (from the ‘Communications’ activity). 

Last Adds the recipients of the last letter sent to this patient (from the 
‘Communications’ activity). 

Other A last resort to input contact details of recipients NOT on the 

database. 

Search All 

Contacts 

to find addresses of external recipients, or the names of internal 

recipients 
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Templates 

What does it look like? 

 There are several commonly-used templates available as speed buttons  

 

 If you don’t see the template you need, click ‘Other’ and the ‘Letter Template 

Lookup’ box will appear 

 

 Type in key words/the name of the template, in ‘Match’ (e.g. CUH OP BLANK)  

 Click ‘Find’ (Do not click ‘Accept’ as this will pick the highlighted template in the 

box below) 

 A choice of options matching your search will appear 

 Click on the template required and then click ‘Accept.’ The new template will 
then open  

 NB: If you change your template part way through a letter, you will lose 
everything that you have already typed.  If you need to keep the text, please 

copy this before clicking ‘OK’.  You can then paste it into the new template once 
you have chosen it 
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Writing the Letter 

What is the content? 

The content of the letter can be dictated, free typed and/or SmartTools can be used. 

Clinicians can use tape dictation or the electronic dictation tool depending on the 
department.  They should discuss this with their secretary. 

 Add any SmartPhrases, SmartLinks or Text, images or formatting using your 
SmartTool bar as necessary 

 

 Review all information in the letter for accuracy. SmartPhrases/Links 
(highlighted in blue) may be automatically pulled in from the information 

entered during the clinic visit (i.e. progress note) depending on the template 
 

‘From’ and ‘Reason’ 
 

The ‘From’ box shows who will be marked as the author of this letter in Chart Review, 
and this often pulls from the provider the patient was scheduled to see in clinic so 

may not always be correct. 

 

 If you need to change it, click the ‘magnifying glass’ and add the correct sender 

 The ‘Reason’ box is for non-clinic letters and can help clinicians find a particular 

letter later as it is also displayed in ‘Chart Review’ 

 Choose a reason if relevant from a list by clicking the ‘magnifying glass icon’ 

 Add comments for this letter using the ‘paper icon’  
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Routing and Sending 

What happens next, and when? 

There are three options: 

 ‘Pend’: Saves the letter for you to finish later 

 ‘Send’: Clicking ‘Send’ will immediately send the letter to the Recipients (for 

those receiving it via Communicator, In Basket or MyChart), or send it to Pull 
Print for it to be printed off manually by whoever clicked ‘Send’ 

o Once it has been sent, it is not possible to retract or delete a letter 

 ‘Route’: You can also ‘Route’ the letter – where it is internally passed to another 
member of staff for their input (e.g. a consultant may ‘Route’ the letter to her 

Secretary to tidy up and finish off). Routing delivers the draft letter to their 
‘Letter Queue’ folder in ‘In Basket’ 

 To route the letter, enter the name of the person you want to route the draft to, 
in the ‘Route draft to’ box  

 You can also add instructions by clicking on ‘Instructions’ or the arrow next to 
the word to open the instructions section up. 

 

 

 

 

 


